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Moderators are the first component of a neutron instrument
- Present at all LENS facilities
- Convert neutrons from the source 

(reactor, spallation) down to 
energies usable for experiments 
such as neutron scattering and 
fundamental physics

- Typical thermal moderator: light
water

- Typical cold moderators: liquid
hydrogen (pulsed sources); liquid
deuterium (continuous sources)

- Additional: Very Cold, Ultra Cold
- Liquid He, solid D2, + innovative 

materials
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Neutrons from the target/reactor core Neutrons from a cold moderator

∼ MeV

∼ meV
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- Optimize Moderator Brightness
- Angular flux emitted from moderator, averaged over moderator surface
- Constant along particle trajectory in conservative force fields (Liouville’s theorem)
- modern instrument suites designed optimizing brigthness and brigthness transport to the sample
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Integrated design of moderator and optics for maximum 
transport at the sample



LENS aims at creating active collaborations
in the moderator development areas
Moderator development is strong 
in recent years and coincides with
activities and interest of LENS 
partners. Areas of development
and of interest include:
- Cold Low-dimensional

moderators
- VCN moderators
- UCN moderators and related

technological challenges
- Need and use of experimental 

test facilities.
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COLD SOURCES VCN/UCN

COLLABORATIONS



LENS moderator subgroup
Kickoff meeting in October 2021. 
Discussed ongoing activities and plans. 
Started collaborations.
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Activities on Cold Sources
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- Recent developments: low-
dimensional moderators

- Renewed interest: High-
intensity moderators 

Moderator tube
Typical

dimensions
Ø25 x 150 mm 
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High Brilliance Source moderator 
development

- 100 mA, 70 MeV 
pulsed proton 
beam

- 1-D finger 
moderator
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- Development of parahydrogen tube moderators in the 
framework of the compact source project SONATE

- Integration with IPHI accelerator

CONEMO: COld NEutron MOderator using para-H2
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ISIS cold moderator development

A complete refurbishment of TS1 TRaM assembly, 
including the design of the target and its cooling
systems, the moderators and premoderators, the 
reflector and all their associated services.
- Goal: to provide operational improvements and 

additional flexibility. 
- Neutron flux increase is expected for some

instruments.
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- Moderator Intensity: Brigthness integrated over the moderator surface
- Focus more on total number of neutrons than on divergence.

Example: NNBAR

Moderator development for ESS

Liquid D2
Cold Be filter/reflector

EC 3M EURO project:
Development of High Intensity
Neutron Source at the European
Spallation Source

40 cm



Activities on UCN/VCN sources
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Activities at ILL
- Many activities ongoing un UCN and VCN sources, e.g.:
- Development of SuperSUN UCN source
- Novel VCN moderator materials: deuterated clathrate

hydrates
- Inelastic cross section measurements at ILL

- Research in diamond nanoparticles
- Excellent reflectors for VCNs
- Effect of particle size, clustering and fluorination on reflection

properties
- Nanomaterials 2021, 11, 1945
- Nanomaterials 2021, 11, 3067

- Leading CREMLINplus task on VCN source development
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SEM image of nanodiamonds
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FRM II UCN source project

UCN source

Solid D2Solid H2Liquid He cooling

FRM II beam tubes



PSI UCN source, in operation since 2010
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- Large operation experience
- 3 UCN beamlines for experiments 

- Observed effects of surface
degradation during operation, and 
developed conditioning procedure to 
overcome them

(photo E. Korobkina, NC State University)



Collaborations

- HighNESS/LENS 
Workshop on UCN/VCN 
sources for ESS

- ELENA Focal Area 
Moderators

- Planned measurements
- Future plans
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- > 100 experts
- Second source ESS
- Scientific case for UCN/VCN 

neutrons
- Fundamental physics
- Neutron scattering

- Several ideas discussed, will
be studied in the HighNESS
project

- Proceedings to be published
in special issue of JNR

- Follow up workshop in 1 
year.

Different locations of
UCN/VCN sources in the 
existing target monolith
discussed

https://indico.esss.lu.se/event/2810/overview

VCN concept: extraction using nanodiamonds

Liquid deuterium ~ 20 K

nanodiamonds

Beryllium
reflector

shielding

Example: Innovative optics
systems proposed to feed
external UCN source (O. 
Zimmer)
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https://indico.esss.lu.se/event/2810/overview
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- Test facility under construction with dedicated 
beamline and camera obscura system

- Channel 4 selected with fast neutron spectrum
- First planned measurements:

- Tube moderator (to be used at the reactor 
as replacement of the current moderator)

- Advanced reflector for VCN (HighNESS)
Moderator test facility 

Measurements at the moderator test facility
at the Budapest Neutron Center Centre for 

Energy Research

Target box with Be disk, Pb reflector and 
cold moderator

Camera obscura pinhole with chopper

Centre for 
Energy Research

Camera obscura principle



- Moderator development is very strong within LENS partners and 
worldwide

- Recent meeting and HighNESS/LENS workshop started common 
activities

- Collaboration in place for moderator testing at Budapest Neutron 
Center

- More possible collaborations will be discussed in a (hopefully) face-
to-face meeting around June 2022 at Budapest Neutron Center.
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Summary, next steps


